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The month in view
Coming up………..

• Cheetah monitoring
• Summer in the bush
• Conservation & Sightings
• Special birds
• A strange Christmas
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Unfortunately no volunteers were able to join us due to the continued 
Covid-19 pandemic but we are looking onwards and upwards to 2021. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Continued cheetah monitoring 
Monitoring continued of our recently released cheetah, males ‘Rocco’ and ‘Luca’ and females ‘Rumi’ and
‘Rae’. The boys are doing great and were recorded with multiple kills, all those that we found were impala.
The females also made more kills, two little snack impala lambs! Interestingly the girls split up on multiple
occasions throughout the month. Although we would have liked them to perfect their hunting skills a little
more, it is completely natural for them to split up. Female cheetahs are, after all, solitary, and it may be
that they are slowly working towards this way of living.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Summer in the bush
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Some summer scenes from around the reserve……

Giant African bullfrogs

Pre 5am sunrises

Flap-necked chameleon

Garden-orb web spider
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Special Birds
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For the first time in a long time, we finally seem to be getting a good summer rainy season. With that, we
have noticed a definite increase in the sightings of ‘special’ birds. Ones we don’t normally see and who, if
you look at the distribution maps, seem a little off course!

This young Temminck’s courser was another nice
spot on the reserve. Although found nearby, the
habitat on Pidwa doesn’t normally fit with their
favourite so it’s not too often that we see them.
Finally below, we feature two of our visiting
migratory birds. Both are male examples of their
species, identified by the elaborate, over-the-top
tail feathers which they use to attract a mate. On
the left a Long-tailed paradise whydah and the right
a Pin-tailed whydah.

We’ll start with the most special of all (top left), a Lesser Jacana. This one wasn’t quite on Pidwa, we
travelled around 20km down the road, to a small seasonal pond that has formed on the side of the main
road! The only place this species is usually seen in South Africa is hundreds and hundreds of kilometres
away on the east coast of KwaZulu-Natal! Even in their normal range they are uncommon and regarded as
Near-threatened. The second bird (top right) is a Lesser moorhen, also uncommon in much of its range
and an intra-African migrant. They are more usually seen in the far northern parts of South Africa and
again the KwaZulu-Natal province.
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

A different Christmas this year
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There’s no escaping that Christmas is a little different around the world this year. We still managed a staff
Christmas party but sadly missed all the children and families. While Lindiwe and Thandi are not with us on
the reserve, Katie & Ed took a trip out to their homes to deliver the annual Christmas hampers. We hope
that everyone can enjoy a safe Christmas with loved ones and we thank you for your continued support,
from afar, throughout this strange and challenging year. We can’t wait to have you back in 2021.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

